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INTRODUCTION – Steve Turner
Assistant General Secretary

Workers understand the importance of building a strong
workplace organisation as a counter balance to
employer power, what we don’t traditionally do is extend
that organisation across our sectors to those workers
directly aligned to our employer, either as contractors, suppliers
or customers. The counter balance to corporate power in a globalised, just-in-
time economy is to do exactly that, to bring our activists together to build an
organisation within an ‘industrial hub’ that builds on our strengths and identifies
opportunities to develop our organisation across employers in every sector of
our economy. 

Unite is at the forefront of the Industrial Hubs programme, working with and
taking the lead in the first global pilot projects with the International Transport
Workers Federation (ITF) and IndustriALL global union federations. It is a
programme that can be adapted to meet the challenges in all sectors of our
union, across our transport, manufacturing and services groups

Mapping supply chains, identifying ‘economic employers’, developing real
solidarity between sectors and unions both here in the UK and across Europe,
understanding vulnerabilities that can be exploited and developing a training
programme that builds confidence, skills and capacity amongst our activists to
both defend and advance the interests of working people. 

This is a fantastic cutting edge programme that we encourage you all to engage
with and take ownership of. The time has come for us to take the lead,
understand, and be confident in the power we actually have - but rarely use to
our best advantage

“Its reassuring to know that through the "Industrial Hub" we now have that
connection with other members, whether warehousing, transport, airports,
docks, rail, energy or manufacturing we are all part of Unite’s own Industrial
power house”

Ronnie Evans RTC NISC Chairman
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WHAT IS THE INDUSTRIAL HUBS PROGRAMME?

While the initial pilot for the Industrial Hubs Programme brings together workers
and unions in the UK, Ireland and Europe at strategically located ports and
airports, the programme is as relevant to all other manufacturing, engineering and
service sectors of Unite.  Bringing together workplace activists across different
sectors of our unions and wider economy that have strong supply chain
connections with each other. So far activists from ten sectors of Unite are directly
involved in the pilot hubs; automotive, construction, finance, metals, energy,
aviation, food and agriculture, CPPG, road transport commercial, and docks, rail,
ferries and waterways.

As the programme grows and our understanding of the networks and connections
that affect our workplaces develops, so will relationships build. As a result our
unions will have much more scope to support workers in different sectors being
exploited, misinformed, undercut and undervalued by corporations pitted against
each other for profit. Our lay members in Unite have long sought out ways to
tackle the difficulties created by global capital and the operation of
multinationals. The industrial hubs programme offers real opportunities for our
members, through the cooperation and solidarity of representatives in every
constituency, workplace and committee of Unite to build real power at work - and
by extension across society more generally. 

Unite is taking the lead in fighting for workers’ rights and
pushing for a more joined up and united trade union
movement both here and abroad. Working with the
International Transport Workers Federation and
IndustriALL we have teamed up to transform the way
workers come together to fight the negative impacts of
globalisation. 

“I believe the hubs programme embodies all that trade unions should have
at the heart of their organisation. We should work as one to protect the
smaller contracts and individuals from the tyrants that are emerging in the
workplace. Organise, educate agitate. Solidarity is the weapon most feared
by unscrupulous companies and management”

Tam Conroy Unite Chair Scottish Oil Tankers Branch
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PROGRESS TO DATE

Given the industrial hub programmes focus on supply chains and with over 95%
of the UK’s imports and exports moving through our ports we have so far
focussed on developing Industrial Hub Combines (IHCs) in and around the
following major UK ports:

HUBS ALREADY IN DEVELOPMENT HUBS UNDER RESEARCH 

• Humber • Southampton

• Grangemouth • Bristol

• Felixstowe • London

• Liverpool • Teesside

So far, over 350 Unite workplace activists, union officers and staff along with
comrades from Norway, the Netherlands, Ireland, the USA and the Arab World
have participated in a range of specially developed training and development
programmes. As a result we’ve seen real progress in the development of our pilot
hubs and positive outcomes for our organisation, collective bargaining and
solidarity activity.

Some of the positive outcomes at the Humber Industrial Hub so far include:

• Over 900 new members for Unite and the opening of a joint Branch/Sector

union office inside the Humber Hub

• Better coordination of workplaces’ actions to win gains in facilities

agreements

• The development of joint pay and conditions bargaining strategies for the

first time by Branches and workplaces that have previously bargained

separately

• The early exposure of corporate plans to automate port operations with the

potential threat to thousands of workers livelihoods
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• Extended practical solidarity between companies resulting in the early

reinstatement of a Unite representative under threat of dismissal

• The submission of two valid requests for European Works Councils 

• The mapping and development of combine activity between workplaces

and companies with strong supply chain connections across ten individual

sectors of Unite: automotive; construction; finance; metals; energy; aviation;

food and agriculture; CPPG; road transport commercial; and docks, rail,

ferries and waterways

• The development of positive engagement and project plans with a number

of sister unions in the UK, including: RMT, Aslef, Nautilus and the GMB as

well as developments internationally with SIPTU (Ireland); Ver.di (Germany);

Industri Energi (Norway), BTB (Belgium) Transcom (Belgium), FNV (Holland),

United Steelworkers (USA), Federation Nationale des Travailleurs des

Transports – UGTA (Algeria); and Federation Nationale Travailleurs Ports

Algeriens – UGTA (Algeria)

“For the USW this programme is a great opportunity to learn and gather
information on how to work with other unions, supply chain partners and
develop our transport connections”

Phillip Baker USW INEOS California

“The Industrial Hub programme brings together activists across a supply
chain and has great potential for cross border solidarity against rogue
employers without resorting to strike action”

Steven Biggs Unite Convenor Port Southampton
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WHAT NEXT AND HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?

The hubs strategy is a developing one. Already a number of strategic ports are
being researched and activists brought together to discuss the opportunities for
their development into an industrial hub. 

Our airports also operate as hubs and already our Civil Air Transport Sector is
mapping Manchester Airport with a view to it becoming the first Air Hub in
the programme. 

Industrial hubs are geographical and could therefore develop around major
industrial estates, motorway corridors and service centres, involving contract and
agency workers alongside direct employment. Much of what we do isn’t rocket
science, it's what many of us do as second nature, and would have done in a
different economic and political climate. 

There’s an opportunity for us here to do something really special and turn the
tide on corporations that believe workers are nothing more than a disposable
asset to be sweated like any other. Integrated, multi-modal supply chains,
zero/low stock inventory and just-in-time manufacturing processes are
weaknesses in global systems that bring us opportunities. 

We simply need to understand them and our relative positions within them. 

With this information we have opportunities to build an organisation across
sectors and borders that rivals the multi-national corporation itself. 

That is our task, our responsibility and opportunity. Its up to you whether you
want to get involved and make it happen…

“Our aim is not to build a council of War. We want to work with good
employers and we can help them. But where there are rogue employers we
need to protect our members. And working together across sectors will
help us do that”

Mark Lyon ITF Industrial Hubs Co-ordinator
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NEXT STEPS

• Continue to develop our Hub combines in the United Kingdom and Ireland,

expand the programme into new ports and develop our first Airport Hub 

• Develop stronger ties with key unions across Europe, particularly in the

ports of Rotterdam, Antwerp, Hamburg and Gothenburg

• Examine the Hubs role in supporting more general union solidarity across

the UK and wider afield

• Rollout hubs project two in the Arab World

• Explore industrial hubs potential in Africa, the United States and Australia

HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?

If you are interested and based in:

Humber – Bev Clarkson, bev.clarkson@unitetheunion.org

Felixstowe – Miles Hubbard, miles.hubbard@unitetheunion.org

Liverpool – Sharon Cowell, sharon.cowell@unitetheunion.org

Grangemouth – Mark Lyon, lyon_mark@itf.org.uk

If you’re more generally interested in getting involved or looking for more
information on how you could make this work in your area, make contact with
Mark Lyon or Noel Coard.

• Follow the industrial hubs programme via ITF social media channels

@ITFglobal on Facebook, @ITFglobalunion #ITF #OurHubs on twitter.

• Check out our blog at www.itfhubs.wordpress.com and our website

www.itfhubs.org

“The industrial Hub programme has really opened my eyes to what we can
achieve as workers by joining together and supporting each other”

Martin Grant Unite Senior Steward DFDS Humber
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Industrial Hub contact details:
Noel Coard, ITF Industrial Hubs Organising Coordinator 
coard_noel@itf.org.uk 07980 235563
Mark Lyon, ITF Industrial Hubs Organising Co-ordinator 
lyon_mark@itf.org.uk 07711 347646
Paula Hamilton, ITF Industrial Hubs Programme Leader
hamilton_paula@itf.org.uk 07900 431719

An insight from the Humber
Martin Foster, Unite Convenor Tata Steel Scunthorpe

“I've been involved with the Humber Ports Hub from the beginning, which
was a year ago now. I realised right from the start that the Hub had huge
potential. It had a real buzz and positive feel about it that I'd not felt before.
When you think about how goods enter and leave the UK, over 75% goes
through 10 major UK ports, which creates potential pinch points in the
supply chain. If we can organise across sectors around those ports we can
then start to use those pinch points to our advantage and that's what the
Hub is all about. 

The Humber Hub is only the first of these Hubs to be created and is
made up of reps from many different companies and sectors in the
Humber area, but the intention is to start forming other Ports Hubs
around the UK. But this isn't just Unite and it isn't just the UK. The ITF
and IndustriALL are also key players in this and the ultimate aim is to
have a global network of these Hubs. 

There's already been interest and discussions with trade unions in other
countries, such as FNV in Holland and as far afield as Africa. This sounds
ambitious, I know and will need a lot of hard work and organising to achieve
our aim, but we shouldn't be put off just because something is hard to do.
The funny thing is that this bargaining power has been there all along,
we've just never realised its potential before, but it's impossible to
understate the bargaining power this will give us. 

I'm genuinely thrilled and excited to be a part of this and I'm looking
forward to helping it grow and develop.”
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